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Presentation Notes
Len:  Land Acknowledgement – Backgrounder – We gather here today, we acknowledge we are on Treaty 6 Territory and the homeland of the Metis. I am SuxwSuxwels, Nlakapamux from the southern interior of BC. My reservation is called Shackan which means many small rocks…I am the first of my family  to graduate from a university and am one of the first FN’s foresters in BC to become a RPF.My lifes journey has evolved around the responsibilities passed down to me to look after our land and resources and to utilize the knowledge and laws of our ancestors along with those of the current world to create a better place for our people, plants, animals, lands and water…..



Overview

• The BC First Nations Forestry Council 
(FNFC) and the Ministry of Forests have a 
long standing relationship that has 
developed over the years and has grown 
into what we see today.

• The Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples Act  provides a strong 
foundation for the work we do together 
and with BC First Nations. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to start by saying that in BC we are building on a long standing relationship between the Ministry of Forests and the First Nations Forestry Council (known as FNFC). Since its inception in 2005 to today.  It started with MPB and the Kelowna Accord in 2004, in 2005 in Prince George………In 2009 I was asked by the province is the FNFC Political or Operational?.....My answer was it was First Nations……it can not be one or the other.Since 2012, the FNFC and the Ministry of Forests have collaborated on Forest Policy and the delivery of the Indigenous Forestry Scholarship Program.It has been a long journey and I have witnessed it all. In the summer of 2022 I joined theFNFC as its CEO….My first priority was to meand the relationships between the province and FNFC as I believe we need to work together to meet our goals and visions.The partnership between the First Nations of BC and the province relies on relationships built on trust, strong governance, shared interest and friendship. Since the 2019 passing of the Declaration Act on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (of the Declaration Act), our relationship—with support from leadership in both organizations—has a new purpose and a fresh energy.This presentation is itself an example of how the FNFC and MOF Working Group collaborate and I hope to demonstrate how our relationship is being built and strengthened.Today’s presentation is about how each of our organizations—separately and in collaboration— are working to implement the Declaration Act and how we think reconciliation can shape the transformation of our forest sector.So to start today’s presentation:Lenny and I will start by sharing context and how we got hereI’ll share an overview about the Declaration Act is and legal mechanisms that enable the Ministry of Forests to implement the UNDRIPThen, we will then talk about the work we’ve been doing together this past year and our vision for forestry transformation, before turning it over to our moderator, Scott, and opening up the conversation to all of you. 



Draft FNFC First Nations Forest Strategy

• Informed through 
engagement with First 
Nations in 2015, 2017 and 
2018.

• Includes 6 goals focused on 
increasing First Nations 
participation in the 
governance and stewardship 
of forest lands and resources.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
–What was it like pre-DRIPA and Reconciliation……The Forestry Council does not represent FNs but is instead an advocacy body that supports First Nations to have a seat at the table as we chart the path.In 2019 we developed a FN Forest Strategy based on the belief that as the original stewards, and with a knowledge that goes back generations, First Nations are key players in the transformation of the forest sector in BC, addressing the economic, social, and environmental challenges of managing forest lands and resources.The Forest Strategy is directly linked to the articles of UNDRIP and provides a framework for the BC government to implement UNDRIP and the Declaration Act.  Overview of 6 goals.You'll see throughout the presentation how the 6 goals above are beginning to be realized in BC's forest sector through the Declaration Act implementation.



How we got here- The Road to DRIPA

2004
• Haida Decision – defining obligation to consult and accommodate First Nations, where land base activities impact rights and 

title.

2005
• The Province and the First Nations Leadership Council develop the New Relationship Action Plan.

2010
• The Province releases the Draft 10 Principles that Guide the Province’s Relationship with Indigenous Peoples. 

2014 
• The Supreme Court of Canada grants Aboriginal Title to the Tsilqhot’in Nation, the first designation of title outside federal

reserve lands. 

2019
• Draft BC First Nations Forest Strategy released.

2019
• Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act enacted.
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LenSo without getting heavy into the details, In Canada and specifically BC, we have 40+ years of evolving case law and jurisprudence that has shaped our understanding of Aboriginal rights and title and BC’s roles and responsibilities in relation to those rights. many key milestones are not listed here.But our timeline here begins in 2004, with the Haida decision, with was a key decision that shaped our understanding of BC's obligation to consult and accommodate and set  bar for the Province.  We saw to province respond and shift approach. It changed our engagement and relationships, Bc began to collaborate with FNLC on a NEW Relationship based on principles of respect, recognition and reconciliation. On the accommodation front, the Province undertook a tenure take back and established a program to support FNs in participating in the forest economic and excersiing inescapable economic rights.The consultation framework also changed as a result, the consultation relationship between BC and First Nations that followed was largely transactional and heavy to letter writing.  Change and progress had occurred, but substantive work was and is still needed in order for true and lasting reconciliation to occur.In recent years, BC’s current government has put forward mandates based on a strong vision for reconciliation – one that moves away from a transactional and accommodation-based approach and towards a partnership approach and G2G frameworks that recognize FN as a constitutional orders of government that have jurisdiction over the lands.Within that frame, Two key developments occurred in 2019 that Lenny and I will elaborate on.



• The Province of British Columbia unanimously passed 
the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
Act (Declaration Act) into law in November 2019.

• The Declaration Act establishes the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UN 
Declaration) as BC’s framework for reconciliation.

• Key Elements:

Section 3 - Alignment of Laws
Section 4 - Action Plan
Section 6/7 - Decision Making

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Act 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Len:  Picture is powerful representation of Indigenous laws practiced and reflect in current context. Drummers, Dancers, FN’s Leadership, elders and youth are all present. BC enacted the Declaration Act in 2019, which establishes the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) as BC’s framework for reconciliation. This was monumental step as BC was the first jurisdiction in Canada in adopting legislation of this nature and in many respects a world leader.At it’s core, the Declaration Act creates a path forward that acknowledges and respects the human rights of Indigenous Peoples while also introduces better transparency and predictability in the work we do together. The Declaration Act represents a move away from transactional relations driven by jurisprudence toward proactive reconciliation approaches, rooted in the recognition of Rights and Title In the coming slides, I’ll share a little about we'll touch on BC’s approach to implementing the Declaration Act and three key elements of the Declaration Act1. Alignment of Laws, 2. Action Plan, 3. Shared Decision Making between the Province and Indigenous Governing Bodies 

https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/19044
https://www.bclaws.gov.bc.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/19044


Distinctions-Based Approach

• BC is committed to implementing 
the Declaration Act through a 
‘distinctions-based approach’ that 
acknowledges the unique cultures, 
histories, rights, laws, and 
governments of Indigenous 
Peoples.

• There are 200+ distinct First 
Nations across British Columbia, 
including 8 Modern Treaty 
Nations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
  Before we delve into the elements of the Declaration Act, its important to understand the context in BC and how it informs the Province's approach to engagement and relationship building.  BC is an expansive jurisdiction that is geographically diverse – 17 biogeoclimatic zones ranging from dessert like bunchgrass to coastal cedar rainforests.  And just as we have incredible diversity in our landscapes, we have diversity of first nations residing across those landscapes.  There are 200+ distinct First Nations, each with unique cultures, histories, laws and governments.  In BC, we have a handful of historic and modern treaties, but the vast majority of First Nations in BC did not enter into treaties so a majority of the Nation have unresolved rights and title.And while our section 35 of the Canadian Constitution recognizes and affirms the rights of Aboriginal Peoples of Canada, we know that not all rights are uniform or the same among or between Indigenous Peoples.So with that in mind, the Province is committed to implementing the Declaration Act through a ‘distinctions-based approach’ whereby its dealings with [First Nations, Métis and Inuit Peoples are conducted in a manner that acknowledges these distinct Peoples.]and a distinctions-based approach requires that the Province’s relationship and engagement with First Nations include different approaches and result in different outcomes.. Doing so, with 200+ distinct Nations is a complex undertaking and nation territories overlap within.So as BC looks toward realizing the measures in the Declaration Act, a distinctions-based approach guides these efforts. One size does not fit all.



Alignment of Laws & the Action Plan

• Section 3 requires that the Province “in consultation and 
cooperation with Indigenous Peoples” take “all measures 
necessary” to ensure consistency between the laws of British 
Columbia and UNDRIP.

• In 2022, the Declaration Act Secretariat was created to 
coordinate and assist in this cross-government work.

• In March 2022, the Province released the first Declaration 
Act Action Plan, outlining 89 actions to be undertaken, 
in consultation and cooperation with Indigenous Peoples, 
to implement the Declaration Act over the next 5 years.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- So now I’ll touch on some of the key elements of the Declaration Act, the first being section 3.Section 3 requires that the Province “in consultation and cooperation with Indigenous Peoples” take “all measures necessary” to ensure consistency between the laws of British Columbia and UNDRIP.The Declaration Act also requires the government to create an action plan on how it intends to align lawswithn UNDRIP and has reporting requirements to ensure the province proceeds in a transparent and accountable away.So what does this mean in forestry? It's vital that we do not repeat the colonial practices of the past by dictating to First Nations what First Nations do within their territories today. Forestry legislation and policies are outdated. There is a need to modernize forest policy to align it with the UNDRIP and creating a landscape where First Nations are brought into the sector as full partners.   Policies are needed that increase the involvement of First Nations in forest management and the transparency to our shared forest planning.As one of the first steps, the Forest and Range Practices Act was amended to establish the new Forest Landscape Plan framework in collaboration with First Nations.Among next steps,  Efforts to transform the fiscal relationship between FNs and BC and establish a new fiscal framework such that FNs have capacity to exercise the right to govern and the economic right to benefit can be realize, Implementation of FLPs such that right to manage can be realized,In late April, BC announced $200M – Declaration Act Engagement Fund (DAEF) to provide capacity to First Nations to enable on the Action plan work.  This fund is temporary in nature and will ultimately be replaced by a New Fiscal Framework, that provides capacity and benefits to Nations in the long term.Modernizing forest policy efforts occurring on multiple fronts, in integrated mannerLen – add here?



Consent and Joint Decision-Making 
• Section 7 of the Declaration Act enables the 

Province to negotiate and enter into a 
decision-making agreement with an 
Indigenous Governing Body relating to:

i. the joint exercise of a statutory power 
of decision, or

ii. the consent of the IGB before the 
exercise of a statutory power of 
decision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A third fundamental component of the Act is S7 which... enables the Province to negotiate and enter into a decision-making agreement with an Indigenous Governing Body Negotiation of a s.7 agreement requires a Cabinet mandate & stakeholder consultation.Shared decision making is an integral component to forwarding and actualizing FNs right to decide and exercise decision making over their territories.In 2022, The Province and the Tahltan Central Government entered into the first consent-based decision-making agreement under the Declaration Act in relation to the Eskay Creek mining project.Changes to the Forest and Range Practices Act create space for implementation of future s.7 agreements in relation to key decisions associated with the Forest Landscape Plan framework.  I’ll turn it over to Lenny to share more about how FNFC has supported the transformation efforts that are taking place.



Building a Working  Relationship

• Mutual Trust is Key
• Working in an environment of 

collective decision making
• Building on Relationships 

between Government, Industry 
and Municipalities.

• Creating space for 
comprehensive and meaningful 
engagement.

(kunalbaidmehta.blogspot.com) – July 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LEN SLIDE – FNFCFNFC is creating space for comprehensive and meaningful engagement.  We're seeking a paradigm shift in the approach toward consultaiton and engagement.Trust – working collaboratively and growing mutual trust -What does our relationship look like and why – working together in the forestry environment.

https://kunalbaidmehta.blogspot.com/


• First Nations Provincial Forestry 
Forum in November 2022

• 3x First Nations Forestry Regional 
Sessions in March 2023

• 202 First Nations participants & 82 
First Nations communities, 
organizations and forestry companies 
represented .

Collaboration – Working Together 

Old Growth 
Strategic Review

Cultural & 
Prescribed Fire

Forest 
Landscape Plans

Modernizing 
Forest Policy

BC Timber Sales

Landbase
Recovery

Revenue Sharing
– New Fiscal 
Framework
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Len -- FNFC and FOR collaboratively developed five engagement opportunities for First Nations across the province this past year.These were engagement opportunities for First Nations to connect with FNFC and FOR on forest sector transformation and reconciliation. Through the First Nations Provincial Forestry Forum, three regional and one online session, together FNFC and FOR engaged with 202 First Nations participants from 82 First Nations communities, organizations and forestry companies. The New Fiscal Framework, forestry tenure, Forest Landscape Planning and Cultural & Prescribed fire policies and legislation were all presented and engaged on at the Provincial Forestry Forum and regional sessions. The Provincial Forum also included policy work relating to Wildfire Land-based Recover, BC Timber Sales, and the Old Growth Strategic Review.Delivering engagements on this scale is complicated by immense “engagement fatigue” for First Nations which has the potential to impact the registration for our events.Shifting legislative priorities and timelines also impact the Ministry’s ability to be transparent and collaborative with all 200+ First Nations and together FNFC-FOR can work to address First Nations readiness as well as reliability in engagements during the transformation. [Comments on the integrated work underway to reform legislation.]I’ll turn it over to Joanne to share perspective on the future for the sector. 



Transformation is a Journey

11

Diverse, Value-
Added Sector

Strong 
Social 

ContractStewardship & 
Sustainability 

A reconciliation-based approach in forestry grounded 
in rights recognition.

The Journey through 
Declaration Act implementation 

The Foundation

Current 
Context

How can we transform the forest sector 
into one that is built to:
 Advance Crown-Indigenous relationships;

 Thrive with less fibre; and

 Balance interests in managing for a spectrum of 
values?
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Context:  The Transition•Timber Supply is changing.  Declining timber supply (MPB and natural disturbance), changing forest economy, cumulative effects, political change, restructuring of the resource sector and in the midterm, we’re going to get smaller as an industry.We need to transform and through the Intentions Paper, BC has outlined our vision for forest sector transformation.  Much of this aligns with what the FN Forestry Council has outlined in the draft FN Forest Strategy, but much more work is required to align our actions with the vision.  From BC’s perspective, we will always want a strong primary industry here in BC, but we also want more supply available for secondary and smaller producers. And we want to ensure First Nations have a leading role in the tenure and the right to manage access.We want to build on our stewardship and sustainability framework through stronger planning and shared co-management with First Nations. And we want to modernize the social contract so that we are maximizing all types of value from the forest – monetary and non-monetary – and distributing those benefits amongst governments, and to all British Columbians.Moving forward we're charting a path for transformation that is built upon a reconciliation-based approach that, in part, will be facilitated by the Dec Act Action Plan implementation and the engagement input from the 200+ Nations we engage with directly, and through the FNFC forums.•  We believe that success for the BC forest sector depends on success in reconciliation with Indigenous Nations.•   Transition of this magnitude takes time, but progress is underway. In closing, BC is taking a wholistic approach to forest sector reform is working on multiple aspects in parallel. Hopefully, transformation will lead to a brighter, stable and more predictable future for our sector and continue to build a foundation of reconciliation on which the BC forest sector can stand on. I’ll turn it over to Lenny to share his thoughts on transformation as well.LENNY NOTES:   “We’re all in this together”Co-management and shared decision-making frameworks offer an opportunity to provide predictability and stability to sectorIf we can achieve:Consensus on land use and rate and flow of harvest Consensus on forest planning and operations and,Transparency on how decisions will be madeThen we will create a predictable and stable investment climate for the BC forest sector.



My Grandfather Skiellst sat us kids down 
when I was 8 years old and said 
something that I have never forgotten 
he said, “Look after your house and all 
that is in it, know who your guests are 
and treat them well, but don’t let them 
move the furniture”. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Len – Reflecting on the past while looking forward to tomorrow



Investment requires assurance to go both ways….

1. First Nations are a good investment, we have the corporate 
memory of our traditional territory + we don’t move!

2. Continually developing Capacity  Readiness.
3. Creating safe environments to find solutions. 
4. Adjusting to the new environment  Goal Posts have moved.

If our house is not healthy, we are not healthy.

Developing Assurance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Len to deliver closing messages to industry counterparts.



.

Kwukwscemxw - Thank You
ILMA

ILA
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